Dogs on duty
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What could be more endearing than a cute canine shipmate
We talk to artist Victoria Kitanov who’s painted quite a few

J

ust as each ship has its own function and
character each four-legged seaman has
his own talent Animals on maritime duty
provide pest control take part in ceremonial
duties and almost always boost crew morale
The practice of British bulldogs representing
warships originated in WWI and the maritime
mascot tradition continues to the present day
For James Craig’s first voyage to Hobart after
restoration Rusty the ship’s Heinz terrier
with a rottweiler’s heart went along too And
at the ANMM our -year-old border collie
Bailey Haggarty makes his living by chasing
seagulls away from the docks
Artist Victoria Kitanov who has painted
seven historical portraits featuring seafaring
pooches in service with more in progress
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knows quite a lot about their back stories She
spoke to Brooke Twyford about some of them
What inspired you to paint maritime mascots?
Years ago I came across a book by Vic Cassells
titled Shipmates Illustrated Tales of the
Mascots carried in RAN Ships and
Establishments and was captivated by the
stories However it was not until the Chinese
Lunar Year of the Dog
that I started
including animal mascots to complement my
marine paintings starting with Leading Seaman
Stuka pictured above right
Tell us something about Stuka.
I was a volunteer tour guide at the Australian
War Memorial between
and
and

there was an exhibition in
called A is for
Animals, about animals used in war One of the
most arresting images was a large sepia
photograph of a fox terrier wearing a blanketstitched jacket decorated with a Leading
Seaman badge of rank and embroidered with
the word STUKA . It was photographed by
Signalman John Farqharson S
HMAS
Lismore, in
Stuka bore a striking resemblance to my
own fox terrier Poppy But when I eventually
painted Stuka’s portrait I realised he was
nothing like Poppy! In fact what shone through
was a uniquely individual stoic and loyal
character At the same time I couldn’t imagine
a mascot more unsuited to the noise and action
of battle than this sensitive little creature

Stuka’s military history includes capture along
with an Italian Army Unit in North Africa by
HMAS Waterhen which was attacked at the
end of June
Stuka and crew were
transferred to HMS Defender herself bombed
less than two weeks later Stuka’s last tour of
duty was aboard HMAS Lismore before making
his new home at the Naval Dockyard in
Colombo Ceylon Sri Lanka
As you often use photo references, do you try
to create a replica image or something
different?
For living pet art commissions I am generally
more at liberty to create something unique
based on the best elements in the shots I’ve
taken While I can also paint from life it’s often
a quick sketch while the animal is holding a
pose or asleep neither of which is long! If a
client’s loved pet has passed it is important to
me to capture the essence or soul of the
animal because it is really about the client’s
heartfelt memory of a precious friend rather
than just trying to capture an exact likeness
Since many of my mascot subjects are
long dead photo references are all I have to
work from and are usually black and white and
few in number Their purpose may have
originally been to accompany an article or they
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come from a personal album It takes real
artistry to create a beautiful painting and
breathe life into your subject particularly from
low-grade imagery
As a visual storyteller I am interested in
stories of animals that have had some
connection with a place and endeavour to
honour their memory in a lasting way What
living person for example remembers a big
British bulldog named Bill Grant who roamed
the grounds of the Royal Australian Naval
College in
How did you hear about Bill Grant?
In
a parcel arrived from the Australian
Naval Attaché in London to the Sea Power

Centre Australia where I worked as the
information manager and library officer It was
a leather-bound foolscap scrapbook compiled
by Captain and Mrs Morgan during their brief
residence at the Royal Australian Naval
College HMAS Creswell Jervis Bay in
It contained photos news cuttings
pressed flowers sketches on paper scraps a
watercolour of HMS King George V by the
Morgans’ son a serving officer in the Royal
Navy and a letter from a former cadet from
HMS Agincourt
This precious window into an innocent
time revealed the friendship between Mrs
Morgan and Commander Duncan Grant RN
the very witty executive officer and editor of

the college magazine His dog Bill Grant
periodically featured in the magazine in one
form or another Through Grant’s witty
editorials and stories of college life the
misadventures of Bill Grant must have cheered
many young Navy cadets far from home
Driving his open tourer around the grounds
at Creswell Commander Grant with Bill Grant
in the passenger seat would have been a
familiar sight

What other maritime mascots inspired you?
On a visit to the HMAS Cerberus base museum
in
I was fascinated with a large black
white reproduction of a tiny photograph of a
handsome frog-faced white bulldog in Navy
coat and cap known as Lord Algy
The portrait above right is based on that
iconic image from the collection of Able
Seaman David R Goodwin RAN It was taken
during his posting to Cerberus in
and
quickly became a popular postcard among the
Navy fraternity
The real Lord Algy was however a bit of a
disaster as a mascot and was once described as
a bad-tempered bastard who you approached
with caution . Despite this he resided at
Cerberus for years before shipping off to a
new home in
What’s not to love
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Another mascot who appealed to me
was Cheetah a boxer belonging to Leonard
E Forsythe who was responsible for setting
up the original Sydney Training Depot on
Snapper Island in
Cheetah I’m
assuming he was pretty fast became the
Island’s mascot
I have a few images of him obviously
ranging in age but information about him is
scant Therefore it has been a genuine
pleasure to bring Cheetah in his natural
habitat back to life through the portrait
below left with a few more to come!
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